
FPDS Pro™

Why FPDS Pro?

Because your time is better 
spent gaining a competitive 
edge with information and 
all associations, not missing 
critical insights and 
relationships.

Capabilities

• Visually-driven access to 
100M+ records of U.S. 
federal prime contract 
activity since 1990

• Guided search and 
ranked tabulations

• R&D and GSA Schedule 
menus searches

• Filtered program 
selection criteria and 
award preferences

• Cost-center level 
contractor information

• Context-specific reports

• Exportable insights

What FPDS Pro means

• Daily updates so you are 
always working with the 
latest information

• DACIS integration to 
100,000+ links that 
delivers all associated 
procurement info

• Ability to isolate and 
profile competitors

• Reducing errors and 
reporting time using 
Saved searches

• Perpetual coverage of 
procurement histories

• Searching out legislative 
mandates and 
interagency contract 
authority

The Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS) is the Mount Everest of 
U.S. Government databases. It exceeds 100 million records in size - with 
more than 17 million alone in aerospace, defense, and government 
technology – and each containing hundreds of fields. Whether you're 
analyzing a competitor, a customer, or an entire market, the FPDS is the 
essential database for doing business in the Federal marketplace.

But there’s a problem: it is huge and on its own, requires experience and 
expertise to make the most of it. DACIS FPDS Pro solves that challenge.

A New Approach to an Old Problem.

What the FPDS should be.

Request your
no-risk trial!

…to detailed contract pricing - with just one click.

From quick guided searches…
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Find teammates, M&A candidates—or uncover competitor hidden 
weaknesses.

Experience DACIS with a no-risk trial or schedule a relevant demonstration by contacting us today!
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Understand the situational competitive landscape…

Get more done for a whole lot less.

FPDS Pro is about more than just access, it’s about winning.

… by understanding competitors at cost-center levels.

Spend less time frustrated and more time understanding. 
The inherent visualization of all opportunities makes it faster and easier to spot trends, isolate customers, 
exploit weaknesses, identify partners, and locate subcontractors. FPDS Pro unlocks advantages for 
company’s seeking that decisive edge. Leveraging the power of DACIS, you can effectively and efficiently:

• Know your customer thoroughly
• Understand your competition
• Review M&A candidates

• Identify market shifts
• Find new markets
• Spot legal requirements

• Evaluate a Multiple Award IDIQ
• Isolate program requirements
• …and more

FPDS Pro is just one reason why industry leaders rely upon DACIS to help set their company’s 
course. Deep, customizable searches that can be shared, exported, and saved is just some of the 
power awaiting your organization.

Saved searches save time and can save the day... …to get game-changing results.
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